This paper is about visualizing tree structured data. In particular, the emphasis is on visualizing the similarities and differences between pairs of trees. The impetus for the work comes from the field of bioinformatics, where biologists construct complex phylogenetic trees to represent the evolution of species or genes. The two main issues that arise when comparing these data is to know how to efficiently and effectively compare phylogenetic trees, and how to visually present the results of the comparison. The primary approach is to present a new framework for tree structure visualization techniques that will display pairs of trees "face to face" with leaf nodes aligned. The results show that a combination of automatic and manual rearrangement is often effective in rapidly generating an arrangement that facilitates tree comparison, even for quite large trees.
Introduction
Biologists have been dealing with the problem of information management since the 18th century. Taxonomy was the first informatics problem in biology. In the 1730s, Carolus Linnaeus catalogued 18,000 plant species and over 4,000 species of animals, and established the basis for the modern taxonomic naming system of kingdoms, classes, genera, and species. By the end of 19th century, Baron Cuvier had listed over 50,000 species of plants [1] . Now, biologists have reached a point of information overload by collecting and cataloguing information about individual genes.
Phylogenetics is a field with a growing impact on a variety of science areas and can benefit greatly from the use of visualization techniques. It presents a number of visualization challenges. Biologists and geneticists use phylogenetic trees to represent the evolutionary interrelationships between collections of related species or genes. The discovery and analysis of those relationships may help in many practical applications such as drug discovery, forensics, disease control, and ecological modeling.
While some numerical measures are currently being used as a basis for tree comparison, these tasks usually require extensive visual inspection. Numerous applications have been developed in this field to address these issues to varying degrees. However, while phylogenetic inference methods are comparatively well developed, tools in this domain are characterised by a lack of effective visualization techniques. It is not uncommon for biologist to "(fall) back on paper, tape and highlighter pens" due to current deficiencies in phylogenetic visualization programs [2] .
Research Methodology
The problem as discussed previously needs an enhanced and a new approach in order to improve how the tree is visualized especially for comparison purposes. Therefore, a framework for visual comparison of phylogenetic tree is established in this research in order to provide an alternative to current tree comparison approach. The proposed framework for this research has three main stages (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ).
The first stage in visually comparing two phylogenetic trees is to draw them "face-to-face" with leaf nodes perfectly aligned. Typical phylogenetic trees can often have 50 or more nodes, and since the number of possible arrangements of a fully resolved tree of size n is 2 n-1 it is usually impractical to manually determine the best arrangement. To help in the process we have considered several algorithms for automatically arranging the trees.
• The minimum triplet difference (MTD) algorithm computes arrangements of two trees for which the difference, as measured by triplet arrangement pattern, is minimised. • The maximum branch similarity (MBS) algorithm arranges one tree so that its branches have as many leaf nodes as possible in common with the corresponding branch in the other tree. Aligning nodes makes it easier to see which leaf nodes match in the two trees and provides a good starting point for further examination of the trees. In order to further understand the data, we have also developed several additional display-based techniques that will help in identifying the tree structure similarities and differences.
Branch Offset (Gap)
Gaps can be inserted to offset node branches so as to maximize the number of nodes that are aligned when perfect alignment of nodes is not possible. The technique helps to distinguish the common nodes by grouping some nodes closely together. It can also be used to locate and understand the difference between the two trees. Fig. 2 show how offsetting branches can increase the alignment of the leaf nodes. It shows the original trees and the display results after the gaps have been inserted.
Fig. 2. Example of tree before and after the gaps are inserted

Common Branch Coloring
Color is a powerful and often-used visual feature. The application of color to visualizations plays an important role in data representation and analysis. We use color to highlight the common structures between two trees. In order to identify the common structures, for each of the leaf nodes Industrial Instrumentation and Control Systems in Tree 1, we find the corresponding node in Tree 2. If a node in Tree 1 has the same sibling as the corresponding node in Tree 2, the nodes and their parent are considered as structurally identical and will be colored. The algorithm then recursively considers the common parent nodes. Fig. 3 shows the two trees with the color scheme applied. Node 1, Node 2 and Node 3 are colored because they are considered to be structurally similar. Coloring the nodes that have common structure makes it easier to identify the structural similarity between the two trees, particularly for trees that are much larger in size and complexity. 
Node Pushing
The "push" method is used to change the location at the point where a parent node attaches to its children. The push up option will push the parent up to the top of the crossbar and the push down option will push the parent to the bottom. The idea is to position the parent of similar nodes at the same height in each of the trees, so that the agreement subtree will have an identical appearance in each tree. The benefit is that the similarities and difference will become more apparent. For example, Fig. 4 show how the "push" techniques can be used to highlight the tree differences. It shows the trees before and after the "push" technique is applied. Fig. 4 . Example of before and after the "push" technique is applied In this example, the agreement subtree is nodes 1, 2, 3, and 5. Pushing node 4 down in tree 1 and up in tree 2 makes the agreement subtree identical in both trees. It is then it easier to see how the differing node attaches to the agreement subtree.
Evaluations and Discussions
The tree alignment algorithms and visualization techniques described in this paper were tested by conducting an evaluation of the alignment algorithms and a visualization evaluation in a controlled experiment respectively.
Evaluation of Tree Alignment Algorithms
The main purpose of the alignment algorithms is to align the leaf node which will provide a proper starting point for visualizing these phylogenetic data. The performance evaluation of the alignment algorithms proposed were done by comparing them against each other and evaluated based on their effectiveness and efficiency. The comparison can not be done with other existing tree alignment algorithms as their main functions are not the same.
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms were evaluated based on the final result produces by the algorithms (in this case it is based on the number of crossings the algorithm produces). A total of thirteen (13) sets of trees in different sizes have been chosen for this evaluation. Each of the
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trees is tested by using MTD, MBS and the hybrid algorithm (combination of MTD and MBS) algorithms. The time taken to run these algorithms and their number of crossings produced are then recorded.
The results for the number of crossings produced by each of the algorithms are shown in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5. Effectiveness of the algorithms based on the number of crossings
Based on this figure, generally as the number of leaves increases, the number of crossing also increases. However, there is an exception where the number of crossings decreases slightly for trees with 44 and 52 leaves. The reason is due to the nature of the real tree data used. The data sometimes already contain low number of crossings because of the variety of methods are currently used to construct these trees. These tree construction methods sometimes produce fewer number of crossings.
The results also show that for a tree with a small number of leaf nodes, all the algorithms seem to perform well. As the number of leaves node increases, the MBS algorithm seems to produce a bigger number of crossings compared with others. This shows that for a large tree, MBS algorithm might not perform well. It also shows that the Hybrid algorithm performs better than others. In this case, it suggests that the Hybrid algorithm is a better option for a tree with a medium or large size of leaf nodes.
Visualization Evaluation
The visualization evaluation is carried out in order to find out the usefulness and efficiency of the visualization approaches proposed in this paper. The main objectives of the proposed visualizing approaches is to help users in visualizing the similarities and differences between different but related trees. Based on the study on current evaluation practices in information visualization, suitable evaluation methods were chosen in order to validate the overall research ideas and the proposed framework discussed in this research. Also, in this evaluation, no attempt has been made to compare the proposed visual tree comparison techniques with other existing tree comparison techniques since the latter do not include visual elements in the comparison process.
The evaluation methods for visualization evaluation consist of the evaluation of navigation tasks, evaluation of the visual comparison techniques and open questions on visual comparison techniques. The evaluation involved of a group of volunteers carrying out a series of navigation tasks using the prototype application, completing a series of visual comparison exercises related to the different display techniques proposed and answering a set of open questions. Sixteen (16) subjects participated in this evaluation. Each session lasted for about one to two hours. Subjects enrolled on a voluntarily basis and did not directly benefit from taking part in this exercise. They were free to withdraw from the exercise at any time and they were also free to decline to answer any particular question. All subjects were computer science postgraduate students that could be assumed to have a high level of comfort with computers and tree structures. 
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All participants were able to complete all the required tasks in less than 20 minutes. As expected the first two tasks gave them a basic understanding of how the application worked and what approach should they take to achieve the required result. All of the participants were able to complete the third task themselves based on their understanding of how the application works. Although some of the participants did choose the wrong branches and wrong algorithm, they managed to correct it themselves using the automated or manual option available in the application. The overall results show that users are comfortable using the navigation aspect of the proposed visual comparison techniques and that it does not take a new user much time to understand how they work.
Overall our hypotheses were only partially supported, but the careful observation of users during the exercise was very helpful in understanding differences in the way that users interpreted the displays. There were wide differences between participants in terms of speed, and because of the small number of participants, the results are not statistically significant
Conclusions
Phylogenetic trees are one of the important graphical notations for representing the evolution of species. Indeed, tree structured data in general are used to represent information graphically in many different domains. The aim of this work was to visually present the similarities and differences between pairs of binary trees. The primary contribution of this work is the development and demonstration of display techniques that are able to compare the trees visually.
Previous work has focussed on computing the tree comparison based on numerical values. These approaches are usually used to quantify how similar or different the two trees are or the extent of agreement between the two trees. Such comparison usually involves deleting or combining the nodes between the two trees. When this happens, the original data are modified and thus, the trees are difficult to understand. Instead, the comparison methods presented in this paper aim to provide biologists with alternative ways to visually compare trees without losing information or modifying the original data
The evaluation suggests that the proposed framework with the proposed algorithms and visual comparison techniques will help the users such as biologists to easily understand and interpret their data. Although the techniques have been developed specifically for the bioinformatics domain, many of these techniques could also be applied to other domains that use similar tree structures.
